
Weighing up – running machines 

 

 

Decide which of the following are good points and which are bad points 

 

                                              

“Well, I have a running machine at home, but admittedly, it’s not the same as running 

outdoors.  When running along roads or countryside paths, you see the scenery change, 

and the seasons - plus you get plenty of fresh air – and you can always take a different 

route if you want. Yes, when it’s very windy or raining, it’s not so pleasant – however, you 

do feel closer to nature. Mind you, it is warmer to run at home in winter. 

   Another good thing about having a running machine at home is that you can run anytime 

you like, even for just a quick 5-minute jog. Yes, it does take up space, that’s the main 

drawback. But on the other hand, it’s not too big to fold up and store in a closet. What’s 

more, when running at home, you can stop whenever you like.  You can’t do that so easily 

when you’re a few kilometres from home! Furthermore, you don’t have to worry about 

personal security.  Joggers do sometimes get attacked, you know. So, at least you’re safe 

at home. Of course, one downside is that running machines can seem boring, as you can 

feel like a hamster running on a wheel.  But on the plus side you can watch t.v whilst 

running.  In fact, as well as watching your favourite t.v series, you can also listen to music, 

wait for a home delivery, and keep an eye on the children!  

   Is it expensive? Well, it’s certainly more expensive than running outdoors.  But if you 

compare the price with a sport’s club membership, then it’s cheaper in the long run (lol!).  

Really, it depends on how much you pay. I mean – the more you pay, the better the quality. 

I guess that’s just stating the obvious. But whereas the cheaper models often rattle and 

squeak, the more expensive models have quieter, cushioned treadmills.  These are much 

easier on the knees and ankles than running on a hard pavement. Besides, they also have 

adjustable slopes to train for running uphill and a wider range of speeds.  

All in all, although running machines may seem pointless at first sight, after a while you 

soon get used to using them and they quickly become part of the furniture. “ 



List the good and bad points in the table below:  

 

Advantages – good points - pros Disadvantages – bad points - cons 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                         Match:  

       A:                                                        B:  

 The good news is….                        we now… 

 It might seem difficult at first,      but in fact… 

 As well as ... (Ving),                        but the bad news is… 

 The more you….,                            although a drawback is ... 

 On the one hand…,                         but on the plus side … 

 One downside is…. ,                       but after a while…..   

 Whereas before ...,                       the more you… 

 It might seem very similar,          but on the other hand … 

  One benefit is ...,                          you can also….  

____________________________________________________________________ 

Explain the good and bad points about: 

Mobile phones 

Motorbikes                                                         The product you produce at work 

A coffee machine (see here)                           The service you provide at work.  

 

                                                                                                                                                       ©Phil NEWMAN  

Note ‘addition’ terms: Note ‘contrast’ terms 

https://theeltbar.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/which-coffee-machine1.pdf

